**Instructor:** E. Barnett  
**Class:** Spanish AP 4  
**Week of:** October 22-26  

| Monday | Objective: Students will review the spelling rule for words written with “H”  
Materials: Handouts pen or pencil.  
Follow-up: They will do written exercises. |
|-----------------|-----------------------------------------------------------------|
| Tuesday | Objective: Students will review the spelling rule for words written with “B and V”  
Materials: Handouts pen or pencil.  
Follow-up: They will do written exercises. |
| Wednesday | Objective: Students will review the spelling rule for words written with “LL and Y”  
Materials: Handouts pen or pencil.  
Follow-up: They will do written exercises. |
| Thursday | Same as Wednesday. |
| Friday | Objective: Students will review the spelling rule for words written with “G and J”  
Materials: Handouts pen or pencil.  
Follow-up: They will do written exercises. |

* Note: maybe be subject to change/modify per class